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March 2017
Southeast Chapter Scientific Dinner Meeting

Wednesday, March 15, 2017
Speaker: Ashrah Hossain, Ingredion
“A New Bio-based Deposition Polymer”

Location: 212 Market Restaurant
212 Market St.
Chattanooga, TN 37402
5:30 pm to 6:00 pm - Registration/social half-hour
6:00 pm to 7:00 pm - Dinner
7:30 pm Speaker Presentation
$45 - SCC members
$50 non-SCC member
RSVP by noon, March 13th to Molly McEnery
(423) 228-4508 or e-mail: molly@colonialchem.com
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Presentation: “A new bio-based deposition polymer: A comparative performance assessment
versus traditional cationic polymers”
Abstract:
For several decades, formulators have used a variety of cationic polymers to condition and promote
deposition of silicone or other benefit agents in rinse-off products. A novel naturally-based
deposition polymer - Starch Hydroxypropyltrimonium Chloride (SHC) – (patent pending) will be
introduced. Cleansing formulations based on SHC provide excellent clarity and a high degree of
bio-based content. In personal care applications, SHC imparts excellent conditioning benefits on
hair and skin.
This presentation will describe quantitative and qualitative evaluations of prototype shampoo, body
wash and lotion formulations containing SHC or traditional polymers such as Polyquaternium-10
and Guar Hydroxypropyltrimonium Chloride. Combing tests conducted at a third party laboratory
clearly shows that SHC reduces wet combing force by approximately 50% as compared to
Polyquaternium-10. It shows the highest silicone deposition efficiency from a simple SLES/Betaine

Speaker: Ashraf Hossain has more than 15 years of experience in personal care products, and he
is currently working at Ingredion as a Business Scientist. Within two (2) year at Ingredion/Penford,
he launched personal care ingredient - PenCare™ DP and co-invented cationic substituted starches.
Prior to joining Penford, Ashraf worked at Unilever and Alberto Culver. His formulations are used in
TRESemme, Nexxus and Motions. His research and formulations have contributed millions of
dollars to the bottom line at Alberto Culver. At Colomer USA (Revlon), he was instrumental in
building #1 Men’s line, American Crew.
Ashraf earned his BS degree in Polymer Science from the University of Southern Mississippi (USM).
He researched personal care ingredients under the direction of Professor Robert Lochhead at USM.
He is the co-inventor of “Use of Herbs in Hair Relaxation” and 2005 Crane Award winner. He is also
a member of the Society of Cosmetic Chemists (SCC) since 1996. Recently, he presented a
technical poster to the 69th SCC annual meeting and gave a few technical presentations to the SCC
chapters. He considers himself an application leader with the ability to mold technologies into new
opportunities in the marketplace.

01/06/2017
It is with the greatest of sadness that I deliver to you today the heartbreaking news of the death
of our colleague and friend, Stella Vaughn. Stella passed away on Dec. 31, 2016, unexpectedly.
On behalf of all of us here at CA Specialities, I have sent to her family, our most heartfelt
condolences and sympathy.
Stella will be deeply missed here, leaving behind now only those fond memories we have of her.
Her positive outlook on life was most admirable, even contagious some would say. She always
had a smile for everyone and was highly regarded by everyone who ever had the opportunity to
meet her. Stella with her positive outlook on life would want us to not grieve her death, but
rather, celebrate her life. That sounds just like her, doesn’t it? She always did enjoy life to the
fullest.
This is truly a great loss to our organization. Back in 1990, Stella joined CA Specialities as our
first sales representative. Over the years, she was an exceptional colleague who helped the
company achieve new heights. Everyone who’d ever had the privilege of working with her
found her a special pleasure to work with.
She will be profoundly missed by everyone whose lives she touched. Nevertheless, let us
remember Stella each time, with a smile upon our faces.
Sincerely,
Cathy A. Clark

SAVE THE DATE
SCC Annual Meeting in December in New York resumes in
new location and new dates!
The 2017 SCC Annual Meeting
has changed venues.
The Westin New York at
Times Square will be the home
for the annual event scheduled
for Monday, December 11 –
Tuesday, December 12, 2017.
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